KYC SHIELD

Frictionless Identity Verification

Onboard and acquire new
users within seconds

Product
Factsheet
As an ever-expanding range of services shift online, the
prevalence of financial crimes leads to increasingly complex
KYC and AML regulations. The lengthy process of customer
due diligence and its impact on user experience make it a
costly procedure, often leading to lost revenues and added
operational complexity.
KYC SHIELD provides automated identity verification, allowing
you to onboard users within seconds, mitigate identity fraud
and strengthen regulatory compliance. Enabled by AI-powered
ID recognition and augmented selfie-to-ID face matching, our
solution streamlines your customer due diligence at a fraction
of conventional costs.

Preventing identity fraud across
Digital Banking

Superapps

E-wallets

Online Remittance

Online Gaming

Online Lending

Loyalty & Cashback

How It
Works

Fit the front of the ID card
inside the rectangle
Make sure your ID’s details are
clear to read, with no blur or glare

Verifying the
document details

01

ID scanning
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE
S9464248E

IDENTITY CARD NO.

Instant OCR

Name

Jane Ann

Authenticity check

Race

CHINESE
Date of birth

Sex

12-11-1994

F

Country of birth

SINGAPORE

02

Face matching
Liveness detection
Face-to-ID matching

Upload Completed

Personal Information
Face comparison Matched

03

Instant veriﬁcation
Customizable risk screening
Verification within seconds

Documents

Valid

Date of Birth

12-11-1994

Sex

Female

ID no

S9464248E

Full name

Jane Ann

Race

Chinese

Place of birth

Singapore

Issued Date

23/10/2016

Issued Place

09-11-2009

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE
S9464248E

IDENTITY CARD NO.

Name

ID

Jane Ann

09-11-2009

CHINESE
Sex

F

Country of birth

SINGAPORE

S9464248E

Date of Issue

Race
Date of birth

12-11-1994

Address

1 Fifth Avenue
#04-06
Singapore 268802

Verify your users’
identities instantly
Benefi t s
Streamline user onboarding

KYC SHIELD enables an automated and intuitive user onboarding experience to help you
improve conversion, accelerate sales, and enhance operational efficiency.

Mitigate online identity fraud

Reduce fraud losses and establish trust with users by using AI, computer vision, and
biometrics to prevent identity crime and account takeover.

Simplify and strengthen KYC compliance

Enhance customer due diligence and ensure regulatory compliance with accurate and
frictionless identity verification.

Trusted By Leading Superapps & Enterprises

About Us
SHIELD is a mobile-first risk intelligence company. We help world-leading enterprises build
trust and safety by stopping fraud and abuse. Trusted across all continents by enterprises
such as Razer, Alibaba, and BEAT, we protect over seven billion devices and 500 million user
accounts every year.
For more information on SHIELD, visit www.shield.com.
/shieldfraud

/shieldfraud

/company/shield

